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Beautiful And Sombre
Lines JoneHELEN FALCO
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NEW MODELS
HARD TO MAKE

Rfo Easy Task for Home Dress ¬

maker to Get Artistic Lines
la Latest Draperie-

sIEARLY
spring modes this year

in general be divided into
classes There is the bi ¬

gown eccentric almost to-
me point of actual frcakishncss
fact more than one model shown is
thoroughly freakish In the other class
ire toilettes of elegant simplicity of
to English s erity the chief beauty of
which is their exquisite gracefulness of
lineThe

latter afford a formidable
lcm for the homedressmaker Unless
ehc understands the artistic relative
value of line and the dangerous com-
plexity

¬

of the task of draping a thing
appear simple she had better adhere-

to very plain models of which excel ¬

lently fitting patterns can be obtained-
No pattern can give any assistance
In draping as the goods have to fall
ipontancously without being tacked to
the lining

Freakish Specimens
As examples of the ultrabizarre a

touple of costumes I saw on Broadway
recently may serve as awful warnings
of the extremes to which some design-
ers

¬

have gone One wr i a costume of
loosewoven material the skirt
belted in about the ankles a broad-
band finished on either side of the
front with metal buttons This belting
teemed to make walking a tour dt force
tnd sitting down a gymnastic feat The
other was a gown of crepe de Chine
The hapless wearers legs were bound-
in sash draperies wound round and
round the a continuation of
the shoulder and waist draperies of the
corsage

The gowns however that women of
rood taste arc wearing reflect in their
way the return to the classics that is-

hown in our art It would seem as if
the revolution that has taken place in
the dance or rather the reversion to
Greek models was having an entirely
salutary effect on our clothes The
really pretty costumes have all the beau
ty of line and the loose draperies of
ancient Greece butthe classic belle of
Athens has come halfway to meet our
modern smartlydressed women The
result is that Greek lines and draperies-
have been adapted cleverly appropriately
std most decoratively to fin dt sifclc
ways and twentiethcentury needs Be-

tween
¬

them the Greek beauty and the
Parisian belle have evolved the most
charming simple and becoming gowns
we have had for a century and this
loosefitting comfort is no small item
n their favor Withal they do not lose-

s whit of the latterday smartness ncccs
wry for formal conventional occasions

The New Color
For street wear corduroys woolens

silks cottons and linens will be the
lextures employed and even some fig-

ured velvets for spring toilets Mate ¬

rials will be for the most part loose
mad rough with a tendency to a large
mesh

As for colors the very latest thing
from Paris is a blue that is almost black
Ihe better qualities having a luster ot

hue steel The French call it raven
blue bleu corbeau It is frequently
rombincd with black satin to bring out
the blue in its texture

Besides this new shjide the very
smartest thing it all white or all black
Early in the fall Paris set this vogue

ARTISTIC CURTAINS MADE
CHEAPLY BY STENCILINGB-

urlap Cheesecloth be Handsome
Interior Decorations

ALTHOUGH
of ornamentation its
application to fabrics
presents more or less
of novcltj and

a of im-

portance
¬

in decorative-
art While the actual
work is mechanical-
the preparation of the
designs requires a

knowledge of drawing and good taste in
the election of colors Is necessary in
carrying it out There is practically an
unlimited field for its utilization hand-
some portieres sofa pillows screens
table covers and curtains can be made at
a cost that is governed entirely by the
foundation and as of the
most effective have been made of bur-
lap

¬

denim unbleached muslin and fine
cheesecloth it becomes apparent that the
cost may be kept very low The sten-
ciling

¬

may be equally well done how-
ever

¬

on velour silk chiffon or other
highpriced material

The principal difficulty that confronts-
the amateur is In procuring the
stencils Until some clever person with
a genius for experimenting tried sten-
ciling

¬

on the only use of orna-
mental

¬

stencils was by painters to sten-
cil

¬

a frieze or panel on a or cal-
cimined wall or ceiling This decoration

so grown in favor that oddly it has
reduced demand for the readycut
stencils carried by the paint
hops each decorator wants to use only

original designs that arc exclusively his
own Tinted walls rather than paper-
ed

¬

are preferred by many housekeep
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jar the black suit in cloth or velvet
I since then it has been growing in popu-

larity Forl blonde black and gold
form the most dangerously fascinating
combination For a restaurant gown a
mantle of black net lined with oldgold-
and edged with sable covers a soft
lightweight black velvet own the
bodice of which is of silk and lace half
concealing the glint of gold that Is made
into tiny roses nestling beneath the lace
The hat is one of the new variety of
flaunting black lace trimmed with a
single large black rose of silk and vel-

vet
¬

with a gold center thus completing-
this wickedlooking costume the dark ¬

ling shadows of which would delight the
eye of an artist

Blues from soft Wedgwood satin of
simple silvery beauty straight through
the gamut to a deep brilliant Royal
blue veiled in black make up some
most fetching frocks for afternoon and
restaurant wear

Greens m ecry conceivable shade and
combination ot tone are inucn m evi-
dence for those who care for color

Costumes of All White
The costume of all white was one of

the surprises of midwinter It was
taken up rather hesitatingly at first but
now it is accepted as one of the chic
things of the year

Such gowns Ire spoken of as white
but in reality they arc cream for after ¬

noon wear It is only for evening toil ¬

ettes that pure white is used
As for trimmings the smartest street

clothes are severely plain without a
superfluous button or stitching Draped

have bandings frogs and braid ¬

ings For buttons cut steel and jet arc
the favorites

Denim and can turned into
at Small Cost

gives-
it

material some

cloth

has

supply

flij

en both for hygienic reasons and be-

cause
¬

of the individual treatment that
may be given them Wall tinting while
usually done by men is quite within the
ability of the woman of average
strength and with the readyprepared
colors the oldfashioned discouraging
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Cut Stencil for Tfelitle Detlgn

mixing to tint is unnecessary The
manufacturers of the tints sell
for the convenience of their patrons-
cut stencils to be used in applying the
contrasting design but the girl who can

her own stencils is absolutely-
independent besides being able to give
complete originality to her work

The pr to bear in mind
In drawing the design is to adapt the
motif to the article to be decorated
The first stenciled article illustrated is a
tablerunner the ends of which arc
decorated with a conventionalized spray
of thistles The material is Russian
crash that may be bought in the towel ¬
ing department of my of the large
stores the soft neutral colorgray en ¬

dears it to the artistic eye and the fact
of its low price is rarely counted
against it The design is planned to
have breadth rather than height in or

+

Skunk fox and fisher furs arc used
now even as borders for diaphanous
materials in evening gowns as well as
for garments of cloth and velvet One
street costume of cream broadcloth I
saw was made in Russian effect the
high neck shield front and the edge of
the threequarter length being bordered
with skunk

There is a decided tendency to take

der to adapt it to the width of the run-ner If the thistle were selected for the
scheme of the room the design ar-

ranged
¬

in the same manner would form-
a capital frieze for the walls which
might be tinted in the delicate soft gray
suggested by the crash Having laid
out the dimensions whether high or
broad draw the design without think¬

ing of it as a stencil but see that it
has good spacing and graceful lines
then break it up into stencil form by
drawing in the tics that arc to hold it
together Be sure that the tics are
well connected and that each important
position of the design is surrounded by
the background unless the tics arc
drawn in properly the stencil will not
hold together-

The first illustration shows the
cut stencil for the thistle design The
veining of the leaves suggests the posi ¬

tion of the ties The manner of ty-
ing

¬

the full round calyx of the thistle
blossom is suggested by the pointed out¬

line at the top and carrying out this
plan it is crossed by narrow tics that
cut it into diamonds

Regular stencilboard is somewhat
difficult to procure except in large
cities but a very satisfactory substitute-
may be made at by using heavy
manila or drawing paper and treating
it with a coat of shellac Any heavy
paper or lightweight cardboard that
has enough body to lie flat and not tear
too readily will answer the purpose and
besides the shellac there arc several
homemade methods of rendering it
waterproof Linseed oil on until
it penetrates the paper is one method
another is to melt a lump of paraffin
or a paraffin candle in a and draw
the paper through it the paraffin may
also be applied by first rubbing it on a
warm iron then ironing the paper re-
peating

¬

until it is thoroughly coated on
both sides After the design is traced
on the stencil paper the cutting will be
made easier if is placed on a marble-
or glass slab A sloyd knife or a very
sharp penknife must be used and the
hard smooth surface under the paper
permits a clean sharp cutting line
Small curved pointed will be

f

up the idea introduced without much
success in the winter of cutting sleeves-
in one with the garment thus obviating
the seam on the shoulder and around
the arm At first it was confined to
evening wraps but now this novelty is
employed in toilettes for street wear

The Russian Blouse
The gowns in the illustrations are

found convenient for use in rounded
spaces slojd knives may be purchased
at most paint shops There are several
mediums that may be employed for sten-
ciling

¬

on fabrics and different crafts-
men

¬

have their preferences Some very
effective designs on white silk Lave been
lone with water color but one could

hardly expect this to be very permanent
and would not do at all on articles that
may require laundering or cleansing
Experienced artists who have tried the
stencils have used oil colors the medi-
um

¬

with which they are most familiar
and find them in many respects satisfac-
tory

¬

The tube colors arc thinned with
turpentine to the proper fluid consis-
tency

¬

and these colors after they have
dried may be laundered by putting them
through a warm and not very strong
suds made with a pure soap Rinse
and press immediately When ready to
begin the stenciling mix enough color
for the whole work as it is hard to get
the same shade twice and try to do the
entire piece of stenciling at one setting
as the colors will change if left stand ¬

ing
A third medium and one that is sim ¬

plest to use and gives the most satis ¬

factory results is the prepared dyes
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Baoh Curtains with Convanttonillied Violet

Detlcn

with which everyone is familiar and
that need only to be dissolved in a little
hot water to make them ready for use
By dissolving a certain amount at one
time and bottling it or future use one
may be sure of having always the same
color another advantage is that two or
more colors may bcs mixed after being
dissolved in the proportions to give a
desired shade and may be bottled

chosen for their clearlydefined types as
most of the seasons costumes are either
simplified or elaborated from these
fundamental lines

The Russian blouse in innumerable
styles is time most popular for street
and general wear One of these is
shown in the center picture The coats
are nude either hip or knee length hip
length being the favorite the skirts in

assuring the same tint until the work-
is completed In making large pieces
like sets of portieres this fact will be
appreciated as the stenciling may be
done at ones leisure with the certain-
ty

¬

that the color will be the same
throughout avoiding the greatest draw ¬

back in the use of oil colors It is only
fair to the manufacturers of the dyes-
as well as to oneself to follow the di ¬

rections that accompany the dyes If
cotton cloth is used get the dyes for
cotton in order that the result may be
satisfactory The stiff bristle brushes of
various sizes arc the kind to use and
have different brush for each color
also have separate saucers into which
the colors arc to be poured

Stretch and pin the material securely-
to a table or a large board and unless
it is heavy goods it will be best to have
blotting paper under it in order to ab-

sorb
¬

any extra moisture and prevent it
from spreading beyond the outlines of
the stenCil design Secure the stencil
by driving pins in tackfashion at the
corners and be certain it is straight and
in correct position Drive pins at any
other points of cither the tics or the
outline where it seems necessary in
order to make it lie flat and close to the
cloth Have piece of muslin on which
to try the brushes to sec that they are
charged with the right amount of dye
They must be rubbed almost dry before
putting them on the design Hold the
brush upright and brush back and forth
with a firm steady stroke In the
thistle design the leaves and the long
central stem arc done in green the calyx-
of the thistle in light brown and the tops
in pale purple-

In the pair of sash curtains shown
the stencil is a conventionalized design-

of violets done on china silk and the
effect is very dainty The violets may-
be in the natural color or in pink blue-
or any other delicate shade in keeping
with the general tone of the room i the
leaves and sterns of course are green

The portiere is made of pongee and
the reeds and dragonflies in
dull green and blue is most attractive
This is a repeat design the stencil be-

ing laid on tQ forma single line of the-
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some of the most fashionable models
being made on a yoke with trailing
hems The one illustrated is of black
broadcloth trimmed with braid The
coat is slightly bloused all around over
the closefitting belt The bells are
greatly elaborated upon bein richly
embroidered and ornamented with large
motherofpearl buttons which are also
used in trimming the coats With them
are worn blouses the color of the suit
usually of diaphanous material or the
new striped crepe Long stoles of
shirred black net or velvet and lined
with fur are worn with these suits
They may reach to either the hem oi
the dress or the hem of the coat and
arc worn alone or with the new velvet
muffs

An Ornate Gown
While severe and simple costumes will

be In the majority year there is
always a certain of women who
cannot wear the plain mannish tailor
made In fact their physique and
features demand something more orna-
mented

¬

For such women the model to
the left of the Russian blouse is adapted-
its excellent lines being relieved a
shawl collar of velvet and Oriental em-

broidery
¬

and embellished with stitchings
which arc here brought out in detail
The material is of pony skin chestnut
pongee collar and cuffs of black velvet
the buttons of Oriental enamel match ¬

ing the embroidery which is of a deeper
shade of brown

The third suit for street wear shown-
in the picture underneath is heavily
twilled mustardcolored serge The
skirt depicts one of the newest ideas-
in a flounce that is gradu ¬

ated from the front panel across the

motifs at the side of the portiere the
top of each almost meeting the lower
edge of the one above it Along the

the motifs Ire placed side by
side The stenciling be begun-
at the lower corner

After the color is all laid in and the
work is practically completed the de
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Street Suits of Cream Color
New Shade of Blue

j

from Paris Hair Capss-

ide
i

breadth The coat also brings out-
a new feature being cut in the
front than in the back Buttons of
black jet and a black velvet collar em ¬

broidered in floss of the same shade as
the dress make a snappy combination
The huge side pockets add to the length-
of the line of this costume

Classic Dinner Gown
The dinner gown affords an excellent

example of the combination of classic
simplicity with modern smartness The
underdress is of ivory tulle embroidered
in gold the tunic being of sinuous
stun III shade than the
tulle amid fringed in dullgold bullion
through the top of which is run a wide
crushed ribbon of changeable radium
silk closely harmonizing the different
sheens of the gown A black velvet
ribbon twisted through the emhrnirtrrv
of the sleeve gives a finishing touch
that stamps it as a creation

Handsome Black Costume
Since the black gown is decidedly the

most smart thing of the season the dc
biitantc ma at last satisfy her longing
for a costume of black velvet without
fear of the accusation of having bor ¬

rowed from her grandmothers ward-
robe

¬

The skirt is of the circulargored
type with a wide hem at the bottom
The drapery falls over the left hip and
disappears in the center folds of the
back of the skirt at the right side being
caught just above the knee with a jet
buckle The girdle is of the soft folds
of the velvet cut on the bias and seem ¬

ing to be a part of the waist The
sleeves arc moderately large and loose-
at the top and laid in soft folds below
the elbow where the dead luster is
relieved by six tiny jet buttons and very
fine transparent ruffles of soft cream
linen of almost cobweblike texture the
yoke being of drawnwork to simulate
tin cobwebs and of the same immaterial
as time ruffles of the sleeve and chou

Curled Caps from Paris
Hair caps for all occasions are the

very latest aids to beauty and comfort
that the ingenious Frenchwoman has in-

vented
¬

lining is a sort of hair
webbing into little curls are
woven sometimes as many as twenty of
these to a cap but others have only
eight They arc kept in a box that is
highly scented so that as the head
moves the curls give off a pleasant
odor

The woman who uses them does her
own hair up on top of her head in a
tight knot Around her hat is sewed a
pretty coil of hair so that when she
puts on her hat she is ready for the
street and need not wear all the hair
she owns in a cumbersome coiffure
Then wheil she arrives home she takes
off her hat and the cap is a real boon
She just pins the cap on top of her
head with four amber pins shaped like
buckles to hold it in place At the back
is a wide satin bow of blue or some
other color which serves to prop up the
edifice and impart a dress look

There are caps for breakfast caps for
luncheon caps for afternoon wear on at
home days caps for the evening In the
latter the curls are shorter and there
are more of

all these caps arc a won ¬

saving infinite time
and trouble Needless to say they are
becoming widely popular

PREPARED
PRACTICAL MEDIUM TO

Will Not Wash Out Are Easy to Prepare and Color
Will Be Uniform
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ALL BLACK
VERY CHIC

Imported

ihem-
Undoubtedly

DYES ARE MOST
USE

sign must be pressed to set the colors
is most satisfactorily and per-

manently
¬

done by steaming Have a
strip or square of clean white muslin or
woolen goods preferably the latter wet
it and wring it out as dry as possible-
lay the stenciled work right side up on
an ironing blanket that is covered by a
clean cloth and lay over it the vamp
cloth and over this a dry cloth Press
with a hot iron and the steam will set
the color so the article may be laund-
ered

¬

as previously described without
fear of the dyes washing out
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THE HEIGHTS OF EVEKYWEEHI

BY GLRTKUDE K HAMILTON

Could I sing a song out to the world
To bring tears to the hearts of men

Could I make a merry laughing talc
Flow rippling from my pen-

I would sing 1 would write and send
my heart

As a brook to the river runs
Not where the plenty of love abides

1 would sing to the lonely ones

I would sing to lives that know not the
smile

Of eyes that understand
I would write to hearts that weep the

while
For the help of a comrade hand

Out to the of everywhere
Had I song at command

I would send my laughter smiles and
tears

> To time jbvcllcrs of Lonely Land


